
Safeguard Youth - 
Support 70,000 in jobs, work 

experience and retraining

A New Era - 
Build new infrastructure 

employing 105,000 people

A Message from Leo Varadkar TD 
Many people have suffered huge losses due to bad government and failed politics - lost their jobs, lost 
their savings and pensions, lost their homes.  We must now make our country secure again.  To do that, we 
need to transform the way we do things in Ireland. 

This time of crisis is an opportunity to put things right. We must ensure a better and fairer Ireland emerges 
from this crisis. Right now we must use every policy tool available to fi ght rising unemployment.  We must 
also lay the basis of a New Deal for the citizen. This leafl et sets out the elements of our plan.

GETTING IRELAND BACK TO WORK
Young people have been the main victims of the economic crisis. Four out of every fi ve people pushed 
out of work are under the age of 30. We are losing our youth. Fine Gael refuses to accept this. We have 
developed a jobs strategy to keep young people at home. It casts aside failed policies of the past and 
looks to the future.

Bank on the Future - 
Money for new credit,

not failed banks

Reinvent the Economy - 
Give Sustainable Business 

the Break they Need

Creating jobs
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Rebuilding 
Shannon 
Our Future
Joe Carey TD

Shannon Airport

Independent 
of Dublin With its own 

board Working to an 
agreed plan Focused by  challenging 

objectives and targets

Challenging 
growth 

objectives 
foro  Passengers  o Destinations  o Airlines  o Freight

Committed to meaningful consultation with 
all stakeholders
 

My Vision For Shannon:
 
1. Shannon needs a plan for the future, which is understood clearly by 
 all who engage with the airport, including Management, Workers, 

Passengers and all other Stakeholders in the Region. This plan needs 
to clearly set out challenging and realistic targets and identify the 

 necessary short, medium and long term objectives necessary to 
 realise these targets. Even the most modest of businesses have a 
 plan for their future. Shannon needs this structured vision.
  
2. The Airport must have active support from all key players. This begins with ensuring that the Airport is high on 

the government’s agenda.
  
3. I believe in building links between the local authorities, workers, the tourist industry and people who live in 

the region and whose economic and social survival is tied up in the airport. I want to facilitate the bringing 
together of all interested parties who are committed to working for a better future for Shannon. 

4. We must utilise the great resource Shannon is for the benefit of the People of Clare and the broader Region. 
The setting up of Shannon Town and the development of the industrial estate over 50 years ago 

 demonstrated what can be achieved when politicians and people work together. It is time we re-established 
that commitment. Otherwise, the demise of the airport and the dire consequences for the region will continue 
unchecked.

  
5. It is time for an integrated approach to the redevelopment of the Airport. This can include consideration of 

better utilisation of our enhanced national road network and direct access to the newly opened rail station in 
Sixmilebridge. There is also an urgency to have coordinated support from both companies and the hotel and 
leisure industry towards Shannon. So that ultimately the region can benefit from greater job creation leading 
to enhanced economic and social status with our renewed International Airport acting as both driver and 
facilitator.

I want the opportunity to be your voice at the heart of 
Government working for Shannon and County Clare. 
I have always had a strong connection with and an 
appreciation of the great resource Shannon is, as a 
Student I like so many others worked in the airport. 

It is a challenge for all of us to respond to the task of 
re-establishing our Airport as the catalyst for the 
regeneration of our region. 

In Government, I want to draw on the expertise of all 
interested persons and organisations to ensure that 
the very best people are involved in the running and 
management of Shannon Airport. 

Contact me in my office, in Francis Street, Ennis  Tel:  065-6891199.
Fax:  065-6891205.  EMAIL: joe.carey@oireachtas.ie

                     @joecareytd  WEDSITE: www.joecarey.ie  

VOTE NO. 1 JOE CAREY
Please continue your preferences to Pat Breen TD and Cllr Tony Mulcahy.   Director of Elections E. Jennings, Tulla, Co Clare

I want you, the people of 
County Clare, to tell me 
your concerns in relation to 
the airport and I will make 
sure that they are not 
ignored. I will undertake to 
act as a link between Government and the people in 
order to ensure the future prosperity of our Airport. 
  
I look forward to hearing your views.  

Joe Carey TD

 What we can do together
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A New Fresh Start for Shannon Airport                              

A message from Joe Carey TD 
Shannon Airport is one of the most significant economic drivers in County Clare, the Mid-West and West of Ireland. 
This is acknowledged by all.

There has been a history of innovation and enterprise in the region surrounding Shannon Airport ever since the first 
transatlantic flights took place: Internationally Duty-Free shopping has become the norm having been established 
in Shannon. Innovative Industrial, Educational and Tourism initiatives have developed in the County and Region 
because of Shannon International Airport.

However, it is obvious that we are now at a critical juncture in relation to the future of Shannon Airport. Quite 
simply the current system of governance and control is not working. The model in place under the direction of the 
Dublin Airport Authority (DAA) is working against Shannon’s ability to innovate and reposition itself so that it can 
once again become a vibrant and viable airport.

The debate in relation to Shannon is often couched in terms of “be careful what you wish for”. This is a 
disingenuous approach designed to muddy the waters and restrict discussion. What is fundamentally needed is an 
honest debate and ultimately an airport that is in command of its own destiny.

In this leaflet, I outline my position and views on a new beginning for Shannon Airport. I welcome any opinion 
that you may have. Together, I believe we can harness this significant resource for the good of County Clare, 
the West and Mid West Region and indeed for the whole Country.
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Creative Solutions We Should Consider:

The Development Of An International Hub: Lynx Cargo Project 
For over a decade public and private bodies associated with Shannon have been calling for the development of an 
international cargo facility at Shannon Airport. I have spoken on this issue many times in Dáil Éireann highlighting 
the fact that with a relatively small investment, Shannon can become a global cargo hub. The development of the Lynx 
Cargo Facility is a vital step in ensuring the future prosperity of Shannon Airport. Many experts including  Dr. Edward 
Walsh and Mr. Denis Brosnan have pointed out the possibilities that exist for Shannon Airport to become a major 
international transport and cargo hub. The proposed Lynx Cargo project also presents a massive opportunity for job 
creation in that it will act as a magnet enabling manufacturers to come to our Region and invest. The financial 
support needed is not excessive. It is unfortunate that Fianna Fail in Government have delayed the implementation of 

this initiative. We need to set that right. 

INCREASE THE RANGE OF FLIGHTS 
AND AIRLINES:  Aer Lingus, Ryanair
and Others 
In recent weeks I have met with Ryanair Chief Executive Michael 
O’Leary and discussed Shannon Airport in detail with him. 
Only two years ago, Ryanair was carrying nearly 2 million 
passengers per annum through Shannon Airport. Now, that 
figure is less than 600,000 and the number of routes and flights 
have both been reduced dramatically. I believe we need to 
encourage Michael O’Leary and Ryanair in rebuilding their
 business and passenger numbers in Shannon Airport. Too often,
government has sought to work against Ryanair. When it comes 
to doing what is best for Shannon, we must be prepared to work with and encourage credible operators like 
Ryanair, instead what we hear are treats of legal action. This must stop. There isn’t an Airport in Europe who would 
not welcome Ryanair’s business. I believe from my in depth discussions with Mr. O’ Leary that Ryanair can play a 
major role in contributing to the future growth and profitability of our Airport.

MAKE TRAVEL THROUGH OUR 
AIRPORT COST EFFECTIVE: Travel Tax
I have campaigned strongly for the axing of the disastrous 
travel tax. Fine Gael in Government are committed to its 
abolition.  Airlines have identified this tax as a significant 
constraint to their operations. It is difficult to rationalise the 
economic argument which deems it as profitable to tax those 
who, whether for business or leisure want to travel to Ireland. 
Ryanair, Aer Lingus and others have given a commitment to 
grow their business should this tax be removed. It was not 
withdrawn in full at the recent budget and a charge of e3 
per passenger still remains. This tax should be scrapped
immediately.
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Tourism - Building On The Banner’s Strengths:
Here in County Clare we have an invaluable natural resource in our landscape and 
geography. For generations, visitors have been attracted by our strengths, from the Cliffs 
of Moher to Aillwee Cave, from Feakle to the Spancilhill Fair, Bunratty to the Burren and 
Lough Derg to Craggaunowen. Yet the tourist industry, which has grown up around these 
great attractions, is now in serious difficulty. From hotels to B&Bs, restaurants to taxi drivers, 
retail outlets to young musicians and airport workers, all are dependent on us continuing to 
attract visitors to Ireland. As it stands, they are facing  a very uncertain future. The natural 
product we offer the outside world hasn’t changed, if anything, County Clare has become 
a far more competitive tourist destination. We need to get that message out now. There 
needs to be a coordinated multi-agency approach in advertising the best County Clare has 
to offer. It needs to combine both traditional and new media and appeal to a wider 
demographic than ever before. I am committed to bringing together the best creative talents 
we have at our disposal in getting the message that the banner county is open for business.
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Recent Press Statements: What I Have Said About Shannon

Carey outlines lack of movement on vital developments at Airport
15th November, 2010

“I have no confidence that Minister Dempsey or the DAA are giving Shannon Airport a fair crack at the 
whip. All the indications so far would suggest that we are playing second fiddle to the development of 
Dublin’s Terminal 2.” 
http://www.clarepeople.com/wordp5/201011154556/no-moves-on-vital-developments-for-shannon-airport/ 

Carey secures adjournment debate on Shannon Airport  
October 6th 2010 

Clare Fine Gael TD, Joe Carey last night secured a Dáil Éireann adjournment debate on Shannon Airport 
in which he outlined concerns in relation to the Dublin Airport Authority (DAA) governance of Shannon 
and said now is the time for a new well-funded governance structure to be put in place.  
http://www.clarepeople.com/wordp5/201010063345/carey-calls-for-end-to-dubli/ 

Mixed Reaction to passenger Fee move  
March 22, 2010 

“The first step which needs to be taken to make Shannon more attractive and cost competitive is the         
   removal of the disastrous e10 travel tax.”
  http://www.insideireland.ie/index.cfm/section/news/ext/shannonairport001/

Martin Lynch, Michael O Leary 
and Joe Carey TD, 

at Ryanair Headquarters, Dublin

Joe Carey TD, Terminal Building 
Shannon Airport January 2011

“Read more statements on my website”


